GCSE Problem Solving
Online
14th November 2019

Overview
Live Online Professional Development (LOPD) courses form a programme of innovative online courses, designed to enable
teachers to develop their teaching with confidence in a convenient, stress-free way.
LOPD courses are delivered using a browser-based online classroom that allows participants to collaborate online in real time.
The courses aim both to cover subject content common to all current specifications and to facilitate the exchange of teaching
ideas. Rather than attending a one or two day course away from school or college, participants will use the internet to meet
weekly online.
This course comprises four online sessions with an experienced tutor, each between 60 and 90 minutes in length and delivered
to a small group of teachers allowing opportunities for interaction and discussion.

Aims
To provide teachers with ideas and suggestions for using problem solving to enhance teaching and learning maths at
GCSE.
● To give opportunities for sharing and developing problems for use at GCSE
● To share ideas for embedding problem solving in the curriculum to ensure students are fully prepared for this aspect of the
current GCSE.
●

Who will benefit from attending?
Teachers of GCSE Higher level Mathematics, especially those hoping to raise student aspiration to study Maths beyond GCSE.

Content
What is a problem? Identifying what makes a problem into a problem makes it easier to create your own and understand
the skills involved in solving them. We will look at different ways of defining and classifying problems as well as solving a
few ourselves!
● Changes to the secondary curriculum: with the increased emphasis on problem solving at GCSE, how does this impact on
how we teach across the secondary phase? How can we create a positive attitude towards solving problems?
● Embedding Problem Solving: How do you plan and manage a problem solving lesson. Looking at ways of embedding
problem solving into your schemes of work.
● Assessment and Resources: What does problem solving look like in the GCSE exam papers? Where to find resources for
problem solving.
●

Materials and Equipment
You will need access to a good internet connection, using Chrome or Firefox as a browser. You will need a headset with a
microphone to engage with the live sessions and most courses also require a means of sharing handwritten maths, such as a
mini-whiteboard and webcam, a visualiser or a graphics tablet. Full details of how to set these up can be found on our online
classroom support page.

Other Information
The order of topics may be subject to change.

Cost
The course fee is £95.
Course participants who are currently working in a state-funded school or college in England will be eligible to apply for a full
reimbursement of the course fee. This will be awarded subject to the following conditions being met:
●
●
●
●

the full fee has been paid
the participant has attended at least three of the four live online sessions for this course
the participant has completed the feedback form for this course within two weeks from the date of the last session
relevant contact details for the employing school or college have been provided on application (normally a bursar or
finance officer and the participant's line manager).

For more information, visit our subsidies page.

Study Schedule
Date

Session content

14 November What is a problem? Identifying what makes a problem into a problem makes it easier to create your own and under
skills involved in solving them. We will look at different ways of defining and classifying problems as well as solving
ourselves!

28 November Changes to the secondary curriculum: with the increased emphasis on problem solving at GCSE, how does this im
we teach across the secondary phase? How can we create a positive attitude towards solving problems?

05 December Embedding Problem Solving: How do you plan and manage a problem solving lesson. Looking at ways of embeddi
solving into your schemes of work.

12 December Assessment and Resources: What does problem solving look like in the GCSE exam papers? Where to find resour
problem solving.

Key Facts
Event ref:

#6475

Audience:

Teachers

Curriculum focus:

11-16 maths

Mathematical focus:

Problem solving, Leadership, Curriculum planning

Event format:

Live Online Professional Development

Online sessions:

4

Region:

National

Start date:

Thu 14th Nov 2019

Course times:

18:30 - 20:00

Fee:

£95

State-sector subsidy:

£95

Registration
For more information, or to register for this event, please visit https://amsp.org.uk/events/details/6475
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